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A. Grammar: 60 

1. Use articles where necessary. Put a cross (x) ---where an article is not needed.   05 

Though newspaper is not always (a)---unmixed blessing yet it is (b)---most useful thing in modern life. 

We cannot think of (c)---day without it. To read newspaper is (d)---good habit, (e)---more we read 

newspaper,(f)---more we can acquire knowledge. If we do not read it, we shall be like (g)---frogs in (h)--

-dark well. It is (i)---looking glass of (j)---modern world. 

2. Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with appropriate Prepositions.  05  

Some days ago, I took part a) --- the discussion b) --- freedom fighters held c) --- our madrasha. The 

Principal presided d) --- the discussion. He told to pay tribute e) --- the martyrs who laid down their lives 

f) --- the sake g) --- our country. He also focused h) --- the importance i) --- our freedom and the 

maintenance j) --- our country. 

3. Fill in the blanks with the clues given in the box below:       05 

There As soon as  Have to Would rather what if 

Let alone What‟s it like it Was born Had better 

a. We ------------ starve than beg. Begging is prohibited in Islam. 

b. --------- are some mistakes in our writings. We should check it thoroughly. 

c. The sky is cloudy. ----------- may rain in afternoon.  

d. We ----------- pay attention to our career development. 

e. You --------- leave the place at once. The situation is getting worse. 

f. ---------- travelling by air? I think it is very thrilling.  

g. He speaks -------- he could do everything. 

h. We must reach airport in time. --------- we take a taxi? 

i. Women don‟t have right to speak within the household ------- in the society. 

j. Socrates --------------- in Athens before the birth of Jesus Christ. 

4. Complete the following sentences:          05 

a.  Fools rush in where ------------------. 

b. Unless you walk fast ---------------.  

c. It is high time we -----------------. 

d. Though it is raining --------------------. 

e. A patriot is he -----------------. 

f. Take an umbrella incase----------------------. 

g. He acts as if ------------------------. 

h. It is winter -------------------------. 

i. Had I known her phone number--------------. 

j. It was long since we -----------------------. 

5. Complete the passage with suitable verbs in brackets. Put them in the correct tenses. Use negatives 

where necessary.            05                                                                 

Computer has ---- (a) (bring) about a revolutionary change in the world. But it --- (b) (not invent) 

overnight. It ----- (c) ( take) a long time to invent computer. Many dedicated scientists ----- (d) (work) 

hard for years and finally ---- (e) (come) out successful. However, today computer --- (f) (become) an 

inseparable part of life. We --- (g) (not think) of a single day without computer. There ---- (h) (to be) 

hardly any activity where computer ------ (i) (not use). If computer had not been invented, the world ----- 

(j) (not advance) to this extent.  

6. Transform the following sentences as directed.        05 

(a) Cricket is very exciting game. (Exclamatory) (b) People of all ages enjoy this game. (Passive) (c) At 

present cricket is a very popular game in our country. (Complex) (d) Bangladesh is one of the strongest 

cricket playing countries. (Positive) So, most of the people like watching cricket. (e) They are very 

much fond of watching „twenty-twenty‟ cricket. (Interrogative) 
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7. Re-write the following passage into the reported speech.      05 

“Why are you putting up the food in your pocket, Sir?” asked the noble man. “I am doing the 

right thing. My dress deserves the rich dishes,” replied Sheikh Saadi. “Please tell me clearly 

what you mean to say?” said the noble man. 
8. Identify the unclear pronoun references in the following paragraph. Where necessary, rewrite the 

sentence so that all pronoun references are clear:        05 

Women are now a days as important as men. She constitutes nearly half of the half of our total population. 

No nation can make real progress keeping half of it in darkness. Without the uplift of women, it is not at 

all possible. Again, without education, she cannot be uplifted. So proper education should be given to her 

so that they can work hand in hand with them in all development programmes.   

9. Read the following text and use modifiers as directed in the blank spaces.    05 

Our people fought ----- (a)  (post modify the verb with adverb) in our liberation war. Independence was our ------ 

(b) (pre-modify the noun with a phrase) need. We tried to live ------ (c) (Adverb as post modifier) with the 

Pakistanis. But they were ----- (d) ( use an Adjective) to us. They behave ----- (e) (use an Adverb). ------ (f) (use a 

participle) no way to settlement, we took up arms. India had reasons enough ------ (g) (use an infinitive) us. At last 

the ------ (h) (Use Pre-modifier for the Noun) force won over Pakistan. We started living ------ (i) (use an adverb). 

We must speak -------- (j) (post modify with an adverb) to express the meaning of our liberty.    

10. Write antonym and synonym of the following words.       05 

Education must be made free and compulsory at least up to the age of fourteen. This should be the 

directive of our constitution. It has just made compulsory up to primary level completion. But due to 

poverty a large number of boys and girls are compelled to give up education after the primary level. So 

they forget very soon what they have learnt. So they add themselves to the group of vast illiterate 

people. The poor peasants and workers cannot afford to send their children to schools either.  
(a) compulsory (synonym) b) free (Antonym) c) constitution (synonym) d) Completion (synonym) e) poverty 

(Antonym) f) compelled (Synonym) g) forget (Antonym) h) Illiterate (synonym) i) afford (antonym) j) peasant 

(Synonym)        

11. Fill in the blanks with suitable linking words from the list.      05I 

then though and when at last there 

which Not only  as well as in fact after that but also 

Hazrat Muhammad (SM) is the greatest prophet ----- (a) the leader of all prophets. ------ (b) he was forty 

he was given order by Allah to spread Islam. -------- (c) he was the member of the most powerful family 

of Makkah, he had to endure so much outrage from the people of it------ (d) he started to spread Islam. --

--- (e) he left for Madina by the order of Allah. ------- (f) he founded a strong Islamic state. ------ (g) the 

strength of Islam was increasing day by day. He established a welfare state ------- (h) was ruled by him 

according to the principles of the Holy Quran. So Muhammad (SM) was --------- (i) a ruler -------- (j) a 

social reformer. 

12. Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in the following text:    05 

I have one word to say to you said the dealer either make your purchase or walk out of my shop thank 

you said the customer i am leaving your shop thank you so much said the dealer again.  

 

Composition: 40 Marks 

13. Write a paragraph about “COVID-19”.         10 

14. Suppose you are a reporter of „The New Age”. Now write a report on the Cyclone Amphan hit at the 

coastal area in Bangladesh.           08 

15. Write a short composition on Wonders of Modern Science  0r  Patriotism     14 

16.  Suppose, your madrasah doesn‟t have any Multimedia Classroom. Now write an application to 

the Principal to open a Multimedia Classroom. 

Or, Send an e-mail to the DC of your district for a relief camp for cyclone victims.  08 


